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Abstract— Smart homes are efficient, cost-effective, and
efficient automated homes that use a user-friendly interface
for that purpose. Elderly patients and people with disabilities
can benefit them by improving their quality of life. In this
project, the monitoring of sleep patterns is proposed, in order to
improve living conditions by establishing a home automation
environment adaptable to the individual needs of the
inhabitants of the house- room.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Sleep is clinically linked to several serious conditions
including diabetes, obesity, and a number of heart
conditions. Additionally, sleep data, such as airway data,
can be an indicator of worsening conditions such as chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). Despite this, data
collection and monitoring of an individual's sleep has been
limited primarily to high-cost labs for a limited time. To
develop this system, our method is a multi-signal technique
for sleep monitoring in which a set of physiological sensors
generate data that an expert system uses to help care for
patients in a remote home automation system.
This information is then analyzed to detect known sleep
disorders and also stored to build a large database for
investigations later and possibly diagnose other diseases
[10,13,15].
Although it is known, older adults are the most prone to
have this type of disease, which is why in this type of
patients smart home care is chosen, which benefits both
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health care providers and their patients. For providers, the
automatic monitoring system is valuable for many reasons.
First, it frees up human work from 24/7 physical
monitoring, reducing labor cost and increasing efficiency.
Second, wearable sensing devices can detect even small
changes in vital signals that humans can miss, for example,
heart rate and blood oxygen levels. Promptly notifying
doctors of these changes can save human lives.
Third, the data collected from the wireless sensor network
can be stored and integrated into a comprehensive medical
history for each patient, which helps physicians make more
informed diagnoses. Finally, the analysis, diagnosis and
treatment process can also be semi-automated, whereby a
human physician can be assisted by an "electronic
physician".
Healthcare patients benefit from better health as a result of
faster diagnosis and treatment of diseases and other issues
are supported for a better quality of life, such as privacy,
dignity and improved comfort thus the ability to provide
services in the patient's own home.
II. METHODOLOGY
To develop this system, our method is a multi-signal
technique for sleep monitoring in which a set of
physiological sensors. This information is then analyzed to
detect known sleep disorders and also stored to build a large
database for further research and possibly diagnosing other
diseases. The elements of the system are those shown in Fig
1.

This System is responsible for monitoring in real time
within the comprehensive health system made up of the
team of responsible doctors who ensure the health of
patients. This system is external to the expert system but
supports the design and maintenance of our model with its
experience [].
The remote medical assistance system through Web services
and mobile technologies will include the service of access to
medical records and antecedents via web and mobile to
support the provision of remote consulting between doctors
and patients.
In this area of the project is still under development,
however, the system needs the following functional and
non-functional requirements [4,5]:
Fig.1. Proposed architecture for an assistance system based
on home expert systems. The system is made up of a
biosignal acquisition system (SAB), the pattern recognition
and classification system (SC), a remote medical assistance
system (SAM) and a series of interfaces: Man-Machine
(HMI) and mobile-Web connection. In addition to the
General expert system.
A. Expert System
The expert systems used in artificial intelligence are
software that emulates the behavior of a human expert in
solving a problem [1,2]. Expert systems work in such a way
that they store specific knowledge for a given field and
solve problems, using that knowledge, through logical
deduction of conclusions. With them, an improvement in
quality and speed of responses is sought, thus leading to an
improvement in the productivity of the expert.
Expert systems can be rule-based, that is, they have
predefined knowledge that is used to make all decisions
(applying heuristics), or case-based (CBR, Case Based
Reasoning), applying case-based reasoning, where the
solution to a similar problem posed earlier is adapted to a
new problem.

Doctor.
-Consult and synchronization of agenda from web
-Details of the appointment
-Manage appointments
-Make a medical consultation from mobile
-Request for clinical exams from mobile
-Consult, update, conversion and save the patient's medical
history from the mobile
-Publication, update and comments of the case
-Save information on mobile
-Register of medical personnel
-Perform disability order
-Generate, classify and consult medical appointments and
procedures.
-Registration, consultation and administration of health
providers
Patient or user.
-Arrange or request an appointment
-View details of your appointment
-Application for disability and order with a Medical
specialist
-Request for medical prescriptions
-Consultation of health providers.
Other requirements

B. Remote Medical Assistance System (MAS)
The elderly are the most vulnerable patients since they
require 24-hour nursing assistance, respiratory therapy,
medical assistance and also continuous monitoring of their
vital signs. Although it is true, on some occasions they
require 24-hour nursing assistance, this does not apply to
medical assistance, so the doctor makes an eventual
assistance to make their respective medical follow-up,
assessment and evolution.
That is why it has been seen the need to create new
technologies and communication systems that allow medical
personnel and health professionals to carry out permanent
supervision of their vital signs through a remote monitoring
system in real time of the associated patient. .

-The system must communicate with the server using
HTTPS
-The system must use SOAP as protocol for communication
-System information must be kept on a server
-Communication must be done through web services
-The system must be tested on real equipment
C.

BIOSIGNAL ACQUISITION SYSTEM (BAS)

Biosignals have shown their usefulness in the health care
and medical domains for more than 100 years, the most
studied being electroencephalography (ECG) and
electrocardiography (ECG). Recently myoelectric control

has been gradually increased in medical devices and in
mechatronic systems. Given its importance, the biosignal
acquisition stage plays an important role in the treatment
and classification of these signals.
Biosignals have been used in healthcare and domains.
Currently, myoelectric signals (EMG) are being used for
different applications [11]:
-Physical rehabilitation, referring to the measurement of
muscle activation.
-Identification of pathologies by means of devices for
medical applications.
-Control of mechatronic systems.
-Development of signal monitoring devices
In this investigation, an analysis of the characteristics of
different EMG signal acquisition systems will be carried
out, finding that each of these systems vary according to the
application in: the characteristics of the sensing (type of
sensors, number of channels and types of signals), the
characteristics of the acquisition system (amplification,
filtering, sampling frequency) and the type of computation
used in the processing. The results obtained in this
investigation will serve as a guide for those who wish to
develop biosignal acquisition systems for specific
applications [10,13].
D. Pattern Classification System (CS)
Pattern Recognition (PR) is the research area that studies the
operation and design of systems that recognize patterns in
data [12]. PR techniques are used to automatically classify
objects and patterns and make decisions. Statistical pattern
recognition assumes that the image can contain one or more
objects and that each object belongs to one of several types,
categories, or classes of patterns. Given a digital image that
contains multiple objects, the pattern recognition process
consists of 3 stages. The first stage is called image
segmentation, where the objects of interest are isolated from
the rest of the image. The second stage is the feature
extraction, where the objects are measured.
A measure is a value of some quantifiable property of the
object. A feature is a function of one or more measurements,
computed in such a way that they quantify some important
characteristics of the object. With these features, what is
known as the feature vector is built.
For the pattern classification system, a conditioning of the
biosignals will be carried out, for this, a line filtering, a
small signal amplification, bandwidth reduction by means of
a band-pass filter, a power amplification and a impedance
matching. Said actions will be carried out for an optimal
functioning of the system, as shown in Fig 2.

Fig. 2. Acquisition-conditioning process to enter the
classification system
E. Web Service:
It is a software system designed to support the interoperable
machine-to-machine interaction via a network [6,7]. A web
service performs a specific task or a set of tasks, and is
described by a description of service in a standard XML
notation called WSDL (Web Services Description
Language) [8].
The service description provides all the details necessary to
interact with the service, including message formats
(detailing operations), transport protocols and location.
Other systems use SOAP messages to interact with the web
service, usually using HTTP with an XML serialization
together with other standards related to the web.
For our systems the messages will have the structure shown
in Fig 3.
These messages will include the relevant information for the
in charge of the remote assistance system. Such is the case
of personal identification data, vital signs, alerts expert
system and background and risk factors.
F. Human Machine Interface (H.M.I)
For people with some kind of disability, technological
advances in fields such as robotics, communications,
microcontrollers, computers personal, etc., open a whole
range of possibilities of face to the improvement of their
quality of life by providing them greater degree of
communication, mobility and independence.
This is the field covered by Assistive or Assistive
Technologies.
The Human Machine Interface (HMI) is the interface
between the process and the operators, basically an operator
panel [3,9]. It is the main tool with which operators and line
supervisors coordinate and control industrial and
manufacturing processes in the plant. HMIs serve to
translate complex process variables into useful and usable
information.

acquisition of biosignals is an arduous and delicate job, but
that it can be used not only as a reference input but also as a
bio control system and trigger for more delicate events in a
comprehensive home automation environment.
Fig. 3. XML schema of information used by the remote
assistance system.

III.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
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Acquisition of biosignals
The data was acquired by means of nfc sensors, which is a
technology that allows the communication and exchange of
data wirelessly in a short range and at a high frequency,
likewise this type of card facilitates the acquisition. the
results at different sampling frequencies are observed in Fig
4.
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